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Despite the high efficacy of continuous positive airway pressure
(CPAP) to reverse upper airway obstruction in sleep apnea, treatment effectiveness is limited by variable adherence to prescribed
therapy. When adherence is defined as greater than 4 hours of
nightly use, 46 to 83% of patients with obstructive sleep apnea have
been reported to be nonadherent to treatment. Evidence suggests
that use of CPAP for longer than 6 hours decreases sleepiness,
improves daily functioning, and restores memory to normal levels.
The decision to embrace CPAP occurs during the first few days of
treatment. Although many strategies in patient interface with CPAP
or machine modality are marketed to improve CPAP usage, there are
few data to support this. No single factor has been consistently
identified as predictive of adherence. Patient perception of symptoms and improvement in sleepiness and daily functioning may be
more important in determining patterns of use than physiologic
aspects of disease severity. Emerging data suggest that various
behavioral interventions may be effective in improving CPAP adherence.
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One of the most dramatic immediate effects of any medical treatment is the ability of continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP)
treatment to reverse the repetitive upper airway obstruction of
sleep apnea and associated daytime sleepiness. Patients will
describe the effect as emerging from a daytime fog and being able
to live a productive and healthy life. CPAP, the primary treatment
for obstructive sleep apnea (OSA), has been shown to normalize
sleep architecture, reduce daytime sleepiness, enhance daily function, elevate mood, reduce automobile accidents, and decrease
blood pressure and other cardiovascular events (1). Despite the
efficacy of CPAP in reversing sleep apnea, of those studies using
the cut point of at least 4 hours per night to define adherence, 29 to
83% of patients were nonadherent (1–12). This article will review
the nature of CPAP adherence, review the evidence regarding
salient predictors, and describe interventions that have been tested
to improve adherence.
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PATTERNS OF CPAP ADHERENCE
Compared with the extensive research in maximizing adherence
to treatments in such chronic diseases as asthma and diabetes,
research into increasing patient use of positive pressure devices
is in its infancy. In addition, adherence research is generally focused on pharmaceutical treatments, not cumbersome devices
such as CPAP machines and associated mask types. However,
the measurement of treatment adherence in CPAP therapy is
more precise than metrics used with most pharmaceutical interventions. Smart cards, modem, or web-based methodology can
be used to obtain data regarding the nightly duration of therapy
at effective pressure—that is, the amount of time the mask is
applied directly to the patient.
Using this technology, we know that the pattern of adherence is established early, within the first week of treatment, and
predicts long-term use (13–19). Those who skip nights of treatment also use CPAP for shorter nightly durations—on average,
3 hours per night (13). Failure to use CPAP on a nightly basis
permits the reemergence of daytime sleepiness and neurobehavioral deficits, even with one skipped night of treatment
(20, 21).
However, an important limitation to evaluating individual
adherence to CPAP and developing interventions to promote
its use is knowing the exact implications of greater or fewer
hours of effective use. Do greater hours of CPAP use improve
cardiovascular, neurobehavioral, and cognitive outcomes? Is
there interindividual variation in the relationship between hours
of CPAP use and outcomes? Large-scale studies on this question
are currently being implemented. It is also important to recognize
that there are many patients who refuse to consider treatment
for sleep apnea because of the nature of CPAP as a mechanical
mask– and machine-based therapy. This nonacceptance of therapy is therefore a crucial cause of nonadherence.
Whether using CPAP all night every night provides the best
clinical outcomes has recently become the focus of several
studies. It has been observed that improvements in symptoms,
daytime sleepiness, neurological behavior, blood pressure, and
quality of life occur with greater use (22–26). Some studies
suggest that even low levels of application provide some benefit
(24, 27, 28). For example, an examination of the effect of nightly
duration on 5-year survival rates found that use greater than
1 hour per night significantly lowered mortality (28). However,
this study was unable to differentiate benefit with nightly CPAP
use of between 1 and 6 hours and use of more than 6 hours per
night. Other studies, however, have demonstrated a dose–
response relationship (see Figure 1) (24). Normal levels of
subjective sleepiness, objective sleepiness, memory, and daily
functioning have been achieved with more than 4, 6, more than
6, and 7.5 hours per night, respectively (24–26). Moreover,
patients with sleep apnea are eight times more likely to obtain
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Figure 1. Cumulative proportion of participants obtaining normal
threshold values on the Epworth Sleepiness Scale (squares), Multiple
Sleep Latency Test (triangles), and Functional Outcomes of Sleep
Questionnaire (diamonds). CPAP 5 continuous positive airway pressure.
Reprinted by permission from Reference 24.

normal scores on a visual memory task with CPAP use of more
than 6 hours per night (26) compared with those using it for
shorter durations. Using a variety of clinical outcomes, this
evidence suggests that any use is better than no use, but greater
gains in clinical outcomes may be obtained with longer nightly
durations of CPAP therapy. It also indicates that the definition
of optimal use may be outcome specific (24). Although it remains unclear why some patients benefit with less CPAP use
than others, independent of the baseline apnea–hypopnea index
or degree of obesity, it is important to interpret adequate use in
terms of benefits achieved (24).

PREDICTORS OF CPAP USE
Interface/Masks

The intrusive nature of CPAP therapy into the sanctity of the
bedroom and the natural aversion to wearing unattractive headgear to bed have often been espoused as the reasons for
nonadherence. The original CPAP machines involved mask
attachment using silastic glue or rudimentary straps. Subsequently, there have been progressive changes in mask technology with greater diversity of interfaces available. However, it is
unclear whether these progressive changes in mask type improve adherence or are simply a reflection of marketing strategies. Given the numbers of CPAP masks used worldwide, it is
surprising to note the lack of properly powered, randomized
superiority or equivalence studies comparing interfaces. Re-
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garding usage of CPAP devices, there is no evidence of superiority of oral masks or nasal pillows over conventional nasal
masks (29–32).
If not the interface, then what are the salient predictors of
nonadherence to CPAP therapy? Although considerable progress has been made in understanding the nature of CPAP adherence, specific predictors have not been consistently isolated.
In a comprehensive review of studies that have examined predictors of adherence to CPAP, Engleman and Wild reported
that, collectively, identified variables explained only 4 to 25% of
the variance in CPAP use (33). As indicated in Table 1,
variables explored to date include patient characteristics, parameters of disease severity, aspects of the technological interface,
factors related to the initial exposure to CPAP, and psychological and social variables.
Patient Characteristics

Age, sex, marital status, and socioeconomic status have not consistently been associated with CPAP adherence. The issue of
whether race plays a role remains to be determined. However,
in retrospective studies, African Americans were five-and-a-half
times more likely to be nonadherent than whites, after controlling for sex and body mass index, with a nightly duration of
CPAP use of 1 to 2 hours less (19, 34, 35). It is undetermined
whether these observed differences are solely related to race or
reflect aspects of socioeconomic status. There is a dearth of data
regarding patterns of use in other ethnic groups. Thus, the effect
of race and ethnicity on the inclination to accept and regularly
use CPAP is an important area for further investigation.
Disease Severity

Disease severity, as measured by the apnea–hypopnea index,
has been shown to have a weak relationship with CPAP adherence (1, 19). There is also a lack of evidence indicating that
level of nocturnal hypoxemia is instrumental in determining
CPAP adherence (2, 15, 17, 19). In contrast, there is stronger
support for symptomatic severity to influence adherence. Selfreported daytime sleepiness, as indicated by a score of greater
than 10 on the Epworth Sleepiness Scale, has been shown to be
associated with long-term CPAP use (14). Usage of CPAP is
low among patients with severe sleep apnea but little sleepiness
(36).
There is emerging evidence that increased nasal resistance affects CPAP use and initial acceptance of this treatment (37–39).
Using acoustic rhinometry to measure the internal dimensions
of the airway, those patients with smaller nasal cross-sectional
area and reduced volume were much less likely to be adherent
(37). Age-adjusted minimum cross-sectional area explained
22% of the variance in CPAP adherence (37). Interestingly,

TABLE 1. CRITICAL ELEMENTS ASSOCIATED WITH CONTINUOUS POSITIVE AIRWAY PRESSURE ADHERENCE
Pretreatment
Referral source: patient, bed partner, other physician
Assessment of knowledge of OSA and perception of CPAP treatment
Involvement of bed partner in education and treatment initiation
Evaluation of patient awareness and assessment of symptoms
How does patient handle challenges in life—active or passive
problem solving?
Assessment of claustrophobic tendencies
Evaluation of nasal resistance
Patient-centered mask and device selection
Exposure to CPAP before initiation of therapy

With Treatment Initiation
Heated humidification
Phone call/follow-up first wk of treatment
Assessment of CPAP use and associated outcomes
Assessment of patient perception of treatment and symptom-related treatment response
Evaluation of bed partner perception of treatment
Troubleshoot problems immediately—especially during the first week of treatment
Evaluate for the presence of residual sleepiness and, if present, initiate treatment
Retitration if presence of residual events suspected

Definition of abbreviations: CPAP 5 continuous positive airway pressure; OSA 5 obstructive sleep apnea.
Reprinted by permission from Reference 61.
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self-reported nasal stuffiness was not associated with nasal dimensions. Nasal resistance/obstruction also seems to influence
the initial acceptance of CPAP treatment, with increased nasal
pressure resulting in a 50% greater chance of rejecting CPAP as
a treatment (38, 39). Acceptance of CPAP was improved with
nasal surgery, suggesting that the nasal cavity should be thoroughly evaluated before treatment, and surgery initiated for
patients presenting with either total nasal resistance of more
than 0.38 mm Hg/cm3 per second, nasal obstruction that would
not be decreased with medical treatment, nasal septum deviation, or inferior turbinate hypertrophy.
Side Effects

As indicated above, there have been considerable advancements in CPAP technology principally aimed at reducing the
side effects experienced by most CPAP users. However, although
approximately two-thirds of CPAP users report side effects, the
evidence does not support side effects as a deterrent to CPAP
use (1, 33, 40). Indeed, there are no side effects if the treatment
isn’t applied.
Method of CPAP Initiation

Beyond technological advances in the treatment of OSA, some
investigators have suggested that initial presentation of CPAP
in a supportive, controlled environment may influence adherence outcomes (41). Indeed, it has been hypothesized that the
actual initial exposure to CPAP in the laboratory may be an
influential variable on treatment success (41). Whether the
patient received a 2-night or split-night polysomnography for
CPAP pressure titration does not appear to be a factor in determining adherence (1). With the availability of more sophisticated home sleep study equipment and autotitrating devices,
the question arises whether an unattended study makes a difference in CPAP adherence. In one study, participants undergoing
technologist-attended polysomnography used CPAP 1 hour
longer and applied it one more night than those whose initial
CPAP exposure was unattended (42). Indeed, using semistructured interviews after in-laboratory autotitration, another study
found that the experience during the titration night was predictive of initial problems on the first night of CPAP, significantly contributing to CPAP adherence. Although untested,
these data suggest that having someone available to reinforce
the important benefits of this treatment, to immediately troubleshoot any interface-related problems, and to provide education may enhance CPAP adherence.
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ioral change and health maintenance, including Bandura’s
social cognitive theory (43), Prochaska and DiClementes’ transtheoretical model of behavior (44), and Lazarus and Folkman’s
stress and coping model (45). Each study has provided significant insight with regard to early decisions to accept, adapt to,
and adhere to treatment in patients with sleep apnea.
Mood, such as anxiety and depression, as well as stress,
anger, and social desirability, did not influence CPAP adherence (46, 47). Patients’ perception of the benefit in symptoms
following CPAP and their view of this treatment in terms of
health value have been shown to be related to better adherence
(33, 48). Patients who experienced greater improvements in
daily functioning had higher levels of CPAP adherence (47).
As discussed above, initial perception of CPAP as a desirable
and effective treatment may be a critical factor in a patient’s
acceptance of CPAP. Components of social cognitive theory,
such as patient perception of the risk of the illness, benefit of
treatment, and volition to use the therapy, formed during the
first week of treatment, but not pretreatment, also affect subsequent adherence (49, 50). The strength of the relationship between behavioral change and adherence increased with continued experience on treatment (50) with social cognitive theory
constructs and variables of the transtheoretical model accounting for greater than 30% of variance in CPAP adherence rates at
1 month (49). The way in which individuals cope also appears to
affect persistence with this treatment. The utilization of active
coping rather than passive coping was robustly associated with
increased adherence (46). Twenty percent of the variance in
CPAP adherence could be explained by the way in which patients troubleshot CPAP problems beyond that explained by the
apnea–hypopnea index or excessive daytime sleepiness (46). Those
patients who tackled obstacles associated with CPAP use employing an aggressive and problem-solving approach were more
successful users.
Finally, social variables, such as social support, partner interaction, and partner sleep quality, have been explored in several
investigations to determine their impact on CPAP adherence
behavior. Social support was found to have a positive influence
on adherence in the few studies that examined this factor (35,
51). If the idea to seek medical attention was not the patient’s,
and was, in particular, the bed partner’s, this adversely affected
the patient’s decision to adhere (52). The partner’s post-treatment
sleep quality and overall quality of life were also instrumental in
the decision to adhere to treatment (53).

INTERVENTIONS TO IMPROVE CPAP ADHERENCE
Claustrophobia

Although, in general, side effects have not consistently deterred
use of CPAP, there have been reports that the sensation of claustrophobia may interfere with use (2, 11). In a prospective study,
participants who used CPAP for more than 5 hours per night had
a significant decrease in claustrophobic tendencies compared
with those using it for shorter periods. Those using CPAP for
fewer than 2 hours per night had the greatest variability in CPAP
use and a higher level of self-reported claustrophobia on a measure of claustrophobic tendencies. A score greater than 25 on the
modified Fear and Avoidance Scale predicted that the patient
was twice as likely to use CPAP for fewer than 2 hours per night.
Psychological Factors

Given the absence of any easily identifiable and reliable demographic or technologic predictor of CPAP adherence, there
has been increased investigation of psychological factors. Many
of these studies have incorporated different theories of behav-

Humidification of the Airway

As mentioned above, nasal stuffiness is commonly associated
with CPAP treatment. Although some nasal stuffiness may have
a potential allergic component, experimental studies using normal volunteers showed that mouth leak was also an important
cause of these nasal symptoms (54). Moreover, nasal resistance
increases could be attenuated using heated humidification but
not cold-water systems (55). However, these experimental data
have not been translated into consistent randomized controlled
clinical data. An initial three-way randomized crossover study
comparing heated and cold humidification and control showed
use of CPAP about 30 minutes longer and fewer complaints of
nasal side effects with heated humidification, but no difference
in sleepiness post-treatment (56). One weakness of this study
was the lack of a proper placebo form of humidification. Using
a form of placebo, another group demonstrated that the addition of heated humidification reduced the frequency of adverse
upper airway symptoms, and modestly (z20 min) improved
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initial CPAP use over 3 weeks. Again, there was no improvement in daytime sleepiness or treatment satisfaction with
humidification. There was no clear preference by patients for
humidification.
Subsequent work using real and placebo humidification showed
no real benefit for using humidification on the initial CPAP titration night (57). In addition, another randomized study has
found that the initial night and continued humidification showed
no advantage in compliance over an approach using humidification as needed according to side effects (58). Although the
American Academy of Sleep Medicine has recommended the
use of heated humidification as a standard of practice (59),
conflicting reports regarding the value of humidification (60)
would indicate that its application should be evaluated on an
individual basis. However, all existing research investigating the
value of humidification is limited by inability to measure true
compliance with humidification instructions and proper blinding
in long-term studies.
Machine Design

Whether there is historically increased use of CPAP related to
major advances in CPAP design (and cost), such as device
miniaturization, pressure ramp settings, or provision of objective compliance data to health professionals, is anecdotal and
untested. Given the potential cost to health systems, particularly
in developing countries, it is important that such advances are
placed in a scientific and not simply a marketing context.
Most research has focused on various different CPAP modalities that have been developed on the basis of improving
adherence to therapy. These modalities include bilevel CPAP,
designed with a lower expiratory pressure to reduce expiratory
work of breathing and increase patient comfort; auto-CPAP,
developed to vary and optimize the level of CPAP through the
night, reducing mean pressure and minimizing local side effects;
and pressure-relief or flexible CPAP (e.g., C-Flex [Respironics,
Pittsburgh, PA]), which alternates airway pressure between
exhalation and inhalation on a breath-by-breath basis to improve patient comfort. It is important to recognize that many of
these new modalities were developed or marketed as devices to
lower average CPAP level during sleep based on belief that
higher CPAP levels are strongly associated with reduced adherence. The reality is that there is little evidence that the level of
fixed-pressure CPAP influences adherence (for review, see Reference 61). However, a number of studies have now addressed
whether these new modalities of CPAP influence adherence.
There are very limited data on the value of bilevel CPAP on
improving CPAP adherence instead of its more common role in
sleep-related ventilatory failure. Data are inconclusive and,
given the much higher cost of bilevel CPAP, there seems little
rationale for its use except in a ‘‘rescue’’ role after poor adherence is observed with standard CPAP (60, 62, 63).
Most studies suggest that patients prefer to use auto-CPAP
to either fixed CPAP or neither treatment, but such studies are
not double-blinded. However, there is no significant increase
in patient quality of life or decrease in symptoms of OSA in
comparison to fixed CPAP. Moreover, meta-analyses either find
that auto-CPAP does not improve compliance with treatment
compared with fixed CPAP in unselected patients or that there
is a very modest improvement of 15–20 minutes per night (64,
65). Bench testing has questioned the efficacy of auto-CPAP
compared with fixed-pressure devices, suggesting that, in some
patients, auto-CPAP ‘‘undertreats’’ with inadequate pressure
(66). Alternatively, pressure changes may disturb sleep (67).
Data on the effect of flexible CPAP on improving CPAP
adherence are limited to a few studies without consistent results
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(68, 69). Another modality of CPAP, adaptive servoventilation,
has been recently promoted to improve adherence in a subgroup
of patients with OSA labeled as ‘‘complex sleep apnea.’’ Such
patients are characterized by development of central apnea
and sleep disturbance on CPAP (70). However, there are no
prospective randomized controlled data reported for adaptive
servoventilation, and recent studies seriously question the need
for such expensive intervention because most cases of complex
sleep apnea seem to resolve with standard CPAP (71).
Future research with different modalities of CPAP will need
to focus on patient selection so that work is targeted on clinically meaningful patient subgroups who may benefit from these
devices or groups in whom it may be inappropriate to use such
treatments. Information on comparative long-term efficacy and
effectiveness will need to be provided.
Behavioral Interventions

It is logical to assume that mechanical treatments such as CPAP
require patient instruction and support. In a sense, this is little
different than setting up a computer or cell phone. However,
what is not known is how much education, instruction, and support is required, and whether the way such behavioral treatments are ‘‘packaged’’ is important. There are no meta-analyses
of the various CPAP behavioral strategies designed to increase
adherence due to study heterogeneity of interventions (65). This
was demonstrated by the observation (65) that the equivalent
amount of education and support employed as the control in one
study (52) served as the intervention in another (72).
One of the earliest studies examining a strategy to improve
CPAP adherence used positive reinforcement with nurse contact by telephone without appreciable improvement in CPAP
usage. In contrast, the very intensive (and therefore potentially
expensive) intervention to improve CPAP adherence used by
the Edinburgh group (52) was shown to increase hours of CPAP
use in the intervention compared with the control groups (5.4
vs. 3.9 h). Interestingly, adherence was better when the patient
was self-referred rather than partner-referred.
In a small, randomized trial, others showed that giving
patients pretreatment information and some feedback about
their usage on treatment did lead to improvement in adherence
at 12 weeks of use (72). Behavioral approaches based on social
cognitive therapy have recently been studied to improve adherence to a range of therapies, including CPAP (68, 74–76). The
value of this has been emphasized by a recent randomized
controlled trial comparing a group cognitive behavioral therapy
(CBT) intervention plus standard information package versus
the standard package alone (77). This study revealed that the
additional CBT resulted in marked improvement in CPAP
usage by 2.9 hours daily over the first month of treatment.
Importantly, the program was commenced before CPAP initiation and resulted in much fewer dropouts before CPAP
initiation. Although this type of study needs to be replicated
to infer generalizability across settings, it strongly suggests that
it is important to pursue behavioral interventions for improving
CPAP adherence. If one compares the greater improvement in
CPAP adherence by a group CBT program compared with expensive CPAP modalities, such as auto-CPAP or flexible CPAP,
then there is a strong rationale to preferentially prescribe and
fund such a behavioral strategy. This is especially important
because there is evidence that many patients refuse to consider
CPAP or drop out after initial exposure to therapy (12, 35, 78).
Behavioral interventions show promise as an approach
aimed at improving CPAP users’ adaptation to CPAP through
guided troubleshooting and problem solving that is initiated
early in the treatment period. Future research should evaluate
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approaches incorporating such behavioral approaches successfully within routine clinical practice. Recent studies reporting
that selected technologic factors, initial experience with CPAP,
and psychological factors are important predictors of CPAP
adherence, suggest, as proposed by Engleman and Wild (33),
that interventions to improve CPAP use will likely be multidimensional.
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